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The articles for week 1 (especially Greenfield and Sinha) discuss:

§ How “Psychology of Culture” came be to? 

How psychology became interested in the study of culture? 
What were some of the reasons for taking culture into account in psychological 
theories?

§ What is “Psychology of Culture”? What are the different approaches to studying culture in 
psychology?



Greenfield (2000):

Growing awareness of limitations of western psychological theories among psychologists

Sinha (2008):

The interest was not out of curiosity to understand culture but to eliminate it

Restoring psychology’s universality and generalizability





Greenfield (2000) and Sinha (2008) both argue that Western psychology is not 
objective, universal nor generalizable. Western psychology is a form of indigenous 
psychology.

Greenfield (2000) argues that the discipline of psychology can become universal by 
integrating the different indigenous psychologies.

Sinha (2008) argues that western psychology is culture bound but culture blind. 
Western psychologists are not aware that its theories and concepts are culture laden. 
Operates under the assumption that it is universal 

Sinha (2008) also argues that western psychology is ethnocentric in a sense that it 
studies particular groups of people (in terms of race, religion, ethnicity, class and 
etc.) 
(urban middle class adolescents studied by American sophomore population)
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A generative & universal concept
generates behaviors and interpretations of behavior in an infinite array of domains 

What is meant by “deep” is concepts which index common structures in cultures:
• individualism vs. collectivism, 
• Independence vs. Interdependence, 
• relational vs. Individual

All cultures must handle the issue of relation between person and group

• Prioritizing individual over group (individualistic)
• Prioritizing group over individual (collectivist)



Heine & Ruby (2010)

Heine & Ruby (2010), discuss cultural differences in how people perceive self and 
the behavioral consequences that follow from these differences, in the domains of 
internal/external attribution styles, motivations for self-enhancement, 
approach/avoidance, primary/secondary control, motivations for distinctiveness and 
conformity.   



Self 
• independent/relational
• Entity/Incremental theory 
• Multicultural selves

Motivation
• Self-enhancement
• Approach/avoidance
• Conformity (collectivist cultures)
• Uniqueness (Individualistic cultures)

Control
• Primary (world malleable, self stable)
• Secondary (World stable, self malleable)
Cognition
• Analytic thinking
• Holistic thinking



Heine & Ruby (2010) discussed limitations of cross-cultural psychology
• Based on overrepresented population of American college students
• Limited to the range of cultural contexts covered in the databased (unusually western 

contexts)
• Based on self-report scales (measuring what people think they do vs. what they are 

actually doing)

Heine & Ruby (2010)



The articles for this week discuss the different examples of culture.
Culture of working class vs. middle-class

What values characterize a particular culture?

What these values mean?

What it feel like to be part of a particular culture?

What are the lived experiences look like?



Hanley: Experience of moving from working class to middle-class (social mobility)
Discussing the psychological suffering involved in this process

Perlstein:West Virginia coal mining during the 30’s
Arthurdale did not promote reflection on class relations and economic inequities. –
Agnotology – purposeful miseducation

Steinberg:Workers in printing industry in early 20th century Russia



The different examples of  cultures (Hanley, 2016 ; Perlstein, 2016; Steinberg, 1992)
Values, lived-experiences, beliefs

Culture of  working class  Vs. culture of  middle-class
Culture of  industry workers Vs. Culture of  managers
Culture of  Education

Psychological aspects of  culture

What are the Psychological Aspects of Culture?





§ Can American psychology be considered a human science if it focuses only on 5% of human 
population?

§ Are humans across the globe similar enough to allow generalizations from a small group to all 
humans?

§ What are the implications of American psychology's narrow focus?

§ What are the reasons for this narrow focus?

§ What should we do ?



§ What to do?

§ 1. APA journals include associate directors and consulting editors who are non-American

§ 2. Invite special issues edited by non-Americans and include all non-American authors on 
regular basis

§ 3. APA should revive the editorial mentor program designed to assist international 
psychologists in preparing their manuscripts for APA journals

§ 4. Undergrad programs should require students to take courses in anthropology or cultural 
psychology or one semester abroad.





§ What is culture? What is the nature of this concept?

§ Is the concept of culture a useful one? Why this concept?

§ How can we study human diversity in a meaningful manner?



Gjerde (2004) argues that some of the limitations of cultural psychology are:

• its essentialist viewpoint
• neglect of inequality and power in studying culture
• it’s a historical framework in studying culture

Gjerde’s (2004) three cultural models of person:

Null model (cultural determinism): mental representations are similar to public 
representations

Choice model: mental representations are similar to public representations but a 
rational actor intentionally selects and mixes public representations 

Consciousness model: Personal subjectivity can not be reduced to public 
representation. Self is creative and reflective



Gjerde (2004):

Culture is a political and historical concept. 

Culture consist of a set of contested representations situated in public 
domains and/or in institutions through which power and hegemony is 
exercised and resisted (p. 146).



What is Cultural Psychology?

How the interest in studying culture in psychology was developed? (Sinha, 2008; Greenfield, 
2000)

What are the different approaches to studying culture in psychology? (Greenfield, 2000)

Examples of  psychological studies exploring relations between culture and human behavior 
and cognition. (Heine & Ruby, 2010)

What do we mean by “culture”? (Gjerde, 2004)

What are the limitations of  psychological studies in studying culture? (Gjerde, 2004; Arnett, 
2008; Sinha, 2008; Greenfield, 2000; Heine & Ruby, 2010)



Mechanisms of Culture? How does Culture Work?

Language

(Gjerde, 2004 and Fivush et al., 2011)

• What is the relation between our personal representations and cultural representations?
(Cultural models of  person)

What is the nature of  this relation?

• How do we become encultured? What is this process like?

• What role does culture play if  any, on the way we think, behave, and act?



Mechanisms of Culture? How does Culture Work?

Language

Gjerde, 2004

Culture consist of  a set of  contested representations situated in public domains and/or in 
institutions through which power is exercised and resisted (p. 146).

These domains through which power is exercised and resisted are discursive. These discursive 
representations are fluid (ever changing) and allow different groups pursue own interests.

Culture is indeterminate and subject to competing interpretations.



Mechanisms of Culture? How does Culture Work?

Language

Fivush et al., 2011

We integrate individual experiences with cultural frames available to us to make sense of  
our identities and lives. 

In addition to 

developing social cognitive skills for temporal understanding and causal reasoning, 

we use culturally available canonical biographical forms, life scripts, and master 
narratives

to construct our life story and identity.



Mechanisms of Culture? How does Culture Work?

Language

Fivush et al., 2011

How this process happens?

How autobiographical memory is mediated by culture? (pp.339-340)

Dialectical relation (p. 323)

What compliments and criticisms do you think Gjerde would give Fuvish for the work 
described here?

What Fuvish means by stating autobiographical memories are the point at which 
individual and culture intersect? (P. 323)

What does Fuvish mean by socio-cultural model of  autobiographical memory?

(Co-construction or social construction)



Mechanisms of Culture? How does Culture Work?

Rogoff (2003)

Cultural tools mediate thinking. 

Cultural tools are connected to the practices and values of  communities in which they are used. The use of  
cultural tools relates to properties of  tools, community values regarding the use of  tools and how they can be 
learned, and interpersonal and intercommunity relations in uses of  tools

Examples of  cultural tools:

Literacy

Mathematics

Knowledge systems: Scientific systems, Folk psychology, Narrative and schematic maps

Language systems: linguistic labels for concepts



Week 5: Cultural Differences in basic psychological processes
Cognition, Emotion  & perception 

(Feb 9 Readings)

How should cultural differences in basic psychological processes be conceptualized?



How should cultural differences in basic psychological 
processes be conceptualized?

Bhatia (2016) on Lousie Sundararajan

Cross-cultural differences between China & the West illustrated by binary 
psychological theories should be replaced by explanatory frameworks that 
illustrate these cultural differences as differences in rationality and cognitive 
styles (p. 256).

Sundararajan theorises differences in cognitive and reasoning styles between 
Chinese and Western individuals as reflecting different cultural ideals.


